
Calm Christmas Survival Guide

Thank you for downloading the Calm People’s Calm Christmas survival guide. 
For years now we have been helping you get yourself in the right frame of mind 
to make the most of Christmas, enjoy it for what it is and to avoid a few of the 
pitfalls for conflict that people can create for themselves.

This year we have divided it in to 2 sections.
Your state of mind
Practical tips

Read this, reflect on how certain tips may be able to help you and if you feel you 
need any support you know where we are.

Email: info@calmpeople.co.uk   Telephone 01332 869211

mailto:info@calmpeople.co.uk


Your state of mind

For those that appear to have the best time at 
Christmas it is too easy for them to say “you 
simply have to decide to have a good time.” 
For the rest of us there are some mental traps 
we can avoid stepping into.

Unconditional Positive Regard

Put simply this is unconditionally viewing everything that is said and done as 
coming from a fundamentally positive place. Even...even if it is impacting upon 
you negatively.

When we are calm it is relatively easy to acknowledge that the vast majority of 
us are simply trying to get through life in the most enjoyable way we can and 
that we do not go out of our way to cause offence. When we are feeling 
stressed or our expectations are too high (more of that later) it is easy to leap 
towards criticism and judgement and find ourselves heading towards conflict. 

My deliberately and steadfastly taking the view that everyone we meet is 
acting out of a deep down positive intent we start to frame behaviour positively 
and allow ourselves to enjoy ourselves more.

Manage your own expectations

The one thing that shatters relationships and ruins friendships more than any 
other is expectations. When we say that someone is not meeting our ‘needs’, 
we usually mean that he/she is not living up to our expectations. True needs are 
very few, but expectations are limitless.

Our rule of thumb is  “How big is my emotional reaction to this going to be?” If I 
will get really angry if my expectations are not met then chances are my 
expectations in the first place are unreasonable. 

Most people end up in conflict as a result of unmet expectations because they 
have not communicated them in the first place. 

Remember this, even if you communicate them that does not mean everyone 
who head you agreed with you.

So lower your expectations. That goes for your expectations of how the day will 
go according to your plan and your expectations of others behaviours. 



Practical Tips

Think about the following to help you survive – 

Its only one or two days. This is not the rest of your life but the 
consequences of losing your temper can last a lot longer.

Ask each visitor for specific help. Become a delegator not an 
agitator. We all have a fundamental need to feel useful. Play to 
it.

Leave collages of family photos or photo albums out for people to look 
through and make their own conversation. It’s not your responsibility to 
entertain.

Arrange for a phone call to a close friend who may feel the same way so that 
you offload or support each other.

Look for the positive motivation behind everything . The chances are it’s true. 
Help is offered for genuine reasons and not to imply that you are useless. 
Relatives boast about the money they have spent to make themselves feel 
better not to make you feel worse.

Drip feed the children presents. How many of you have experienced children 
up at 5 am, all presents opened at 6 am and children bored at 9 am. The 
longer they take to open their presents the more they will enjoy them. Save 
some for Boxing Day.

Get everyone out for a walk. The most enjoyable conversations happen on 
walks because there is nothing else to do and you walk side by side thus 
creating a feeling of affiliation and respect.

Remember, no one is perfect...even you!! Striving for perfection in anything is 
a recipe for disappointment and hurt.

Putting aside your differences does not mean first putting them out 
on the table. Don’t even unpack them. 
Think about it this way: if you didn’t know the other person’s views, 
you might actually enjoy their company. So, just for the day, give 
them a pass and put your differences out of your mind. 


